Western Astrology

Especially emphasizing the transformative and karmic significance of Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto, this book places all astrological techniques in a growth-oriented perspective for enhancing self-knowledge.
133.5 Arr AKT

Arroyo relates astrology to modern psychology and interprets it with a practical application based on the energies represented by the four elements of the astrological signs.
133.5 Arr APFE

The relationship between health and astrological planets, signs, and houses is explored in this book, helping pinpoint the weak and strong parts of the body and developing strategies to best combat illness through diet and herbs, meditation, reflexology, and more.
133.5 Ave AYH

Concerned primarily with the spiritual effects of the Zodiac in the unfolding of consciousness and the development of peculiar ‘gifts’ associated with any particular sign, this interpretation intertwines the concept of the seven rays.
133.5 Bai EA

The deeper meaning of the planets, houses, aspects, and transits, are emphasized along with self-understanding, personal growth, and the importance of accepting responsibility for oneself.
133.5 Cun AG
Damiani, Anthony, *Astronomesia: Philosophy's Empirical Context: Astrology's Transcendental Ground*, c2000, 393 pages. An inquiry into the nature and structure of the cosmos as it was conceived by the ancient cosmologists and astrologers, combining philosophy and astrology as mutually implicating elements of a single whole.

133.5 Dam A


133.5 Dav CD

Davison, Ronald C., *Synastry: Understanding Human Relations through Astrology*, 1983, 333 pages. Offering an entirely new way of charting, in a single horoscope, the relationship between two people, Davison lays the foundation for a comprehensive study by giving a basic view of the principles of chart comparison and interpretation.

133.5 Dav S

Donath, Emma B., *Have We Met Before? Karmic Chart Comparisons*, 1982, 74 pages. Analyzing the natal horoscope in relation to past lives and the law of karma, the author provides some guidelines to learn more about ourselves and our relationships, realizing how the past affects the present and even the future.

133.5 Don HWMB

Evans, Jane A., *Twelve Doors to the Soul: Astrology of the Inner Self*, c1979, 205 pages. Linking the concepts of karma and reincarnation to astrological interpretation, the author uses the twelve Zodiac Signs as doors through which our past lives can be glimpsed.

133.5 Eva TDS


133.5 Fai CCA


133.5 ESWA
   Showing how houses are interrelated through their rulers and form connections which provide a deep perspective of the personality, the author explains the rulers of the signs, the houses, and how to determine the strongest house in the natal chart.
   133.5 Ham HC

   An examination of the traditional wisdom of astrology combined with the light of Jungian psychology that shows the horoscope as a picture of the psychic structure and as a key to self-knowledge and personal growth.
   133.5 Ham PA

   Describing the astrological transits of each planet as they go through the houses and form aspects to the Ascendant, Midheaven, and other planets, the author includes an analysis of the meaning of astrological prediction techniques.
   133.5 HAN PT

   A clear presentation of the “whole view” technique of interpretation which identifies seven types of chart patterns corresponding to seven different basic human characteristics, providing a simple point of beginning in the analysis.
   133.54 Jon GHI

   Combining astrology with theosophical concepts, the author deals with natal astrology in a unique way, providing an entirely new method of reading the horoscope, showing how the age of the soul may be astrologically discovered.
   133.5 Leo EA

   The author describes the meanings of solar and lunar eclipses in the signs and houses and their aspects to the planets, covering the meaning of the Moon’s Nodes and the importance of eclipses when falling on any of the four angles.
   133.5 Lin EIM

   A guidebook designed as an aide to realizing and expressing one’s potential, it shows how to use astrology to discover and meet our real needs and facilitate our growth, enabling us to find and fulfill our life’s purpose.
   133.5 Mar AS
A step-by-step technique for chart comparison between two or more people, explaining the significance of planets, houses, and signs from a humanistic approach to determining personal compatibility.
133.5 Mey AR

This volume contains all the information needed to cast a chart, delineate planet positions and interpret entire horoscopes, exploring how to direct the forces of our destiny by knowing the nature of our assets and liabilities.
133.5 Moo ADS

A reference book with a modern interpretation of planetary midpoints, that provides substance for theoretical considerations bridging planetary synthesis to personal significance.
133.5 Mun M

Including consideration of the concepts set forth in Rosicrucian and Theosophical literature, the author offers an occult approach attributing to astrology an altogether higher function than the mere casting of horoscopes.
133.5 Nor TA

Explores thoroughly every major aspect between planets (conjunction, sextile, square, trine, inconjunct, and opposition) interpreting the essential nature of each aspect in clear and deep concepts.
133.5 Pel PA

A method of reading the planetary profile in a synthetic way by themes—identity, work, relationships, mind and communication, beliefs and values, sexuality, etc.—rather than interpreting the individual planets and their positions.
133.5 Pot CHI

Using theosophical concepts such as Divine Hierarchies, Planetary Chains, Planes, and Initiations, the author offers an esoteric interpretation of the Zodiac, considering the horoscope in terms of the Ancient Wisdom taught in the Egyptian Mysteries.
133.5 Rig AM
A pioneer of modern transpersonal astrology, this author offers a re formulation of astrological concepts and ideals in terms of contemporary psychology and philosophy, presenting astrology as a path towards personal fulfillment.
133.5 Rud AP

The author’s “astrological testament,” this book brings to a conclusion forty-five years of research in an attempt to reformulate and give a new direction to modern astrology, assisting individuals to transcend their conditioned ego responses.
133.5 Rud AT

Based on the great cyclic law that rules the universe, this key to the study of Biblical prophecy reveals the method by which the author has made some of the most astounding of his predictions.
133.5 Sep HA

This astronomer offers a number of scientific reasons for how astrology may work postulating, for instance, that the planetary motion may alter neural activity of developing fetuses by affecting sunspots and influencing Earth’s magnetic field.
133.5 Sey SBA

Sullivan explains retrogression from a systems viewpoint—the system of the Sun and planets—both nataly, by progression and in transit, supplying both psychological and mundane interpretations to retrograde planets.
133.5 Sul RP

A philosophical and esoteric exploration based on Theosophical teachings about Cosmos, planets, and the laws of nature, that is intended to help students understand astrological principles and to tread the spiritual Path.
133.5 Thi EEA

Not concentrating on the end results of multiple configurations in the chart, but rather discussing the primary purpose, function, and basic principles of planetary aspects, the author explores the dynamics of astrology.
133.5 Tie DAA
The doctrine of the Arabic parts, which has been virtually lost to Western astrology, is explored retrieving this valuable key to prediction and providing a clear and simple guide to its practical application.  
133.5 Zol APA

**Eastern Astrology**

An esoteric and spiritual approach to the main concepts of Hindu astrology presented in the context of a continuing process of self-discovery and spiritual development.  
H520.3 Beh FVA

Now considered a reference book, its author presents the essentials of Hindu astrology in a clear, concise manner, useful both for Western astrologers as well as for beginners.  
H520.1 Bra AHA (Oversize)

A synthesized approach to horoscope compatibility analysis built on some of the best principles from both Eastern and Western astrological traditions.  
H520.3 Def LR

Covering the main aspects of the philosophy, background, and practice of Vedic astrology, the author discusses practical methods of balancing planetary influences.  
H520 Fra AS

Provides in-depth descriptions of each of the sixty signs that conform the Taoist astrology giving valuable insights into personality, relationships, child-parents dynamics, and rising and falling fortunes.  
C133.5 Lev TA

Drawing material from ancient and medieval classics texts, the authors present a clear and concise treatment of the theory and delineation of planetary aspects in Vedic astrology.  
H520.3 Ojh AVA
A philosophical article from a Theosophical perspective about the esoteric meaning and key to discovering that which is hidden.
*T Su14 TSZ*

A comprehensive study about the nature and principles of Chinese astrology, exploring its astronomical foundation, its historical development, and its methods of interpretation.
*C133.5 Wal CA*
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